The deployment of vehicular networks is considered crucial for traffic safety of future vehicles. Thus, researchers are making extensive efforts to improve the performance of the IEEE802.11p standard. Many researchers have proposed various MAC protocols to mitigate the chronicle problems of the IEEE802.11p -for example, the unreliable transmission of safety-related messages. However, most of the previous evaluations of the reliability problem have been done either via mathematical analysis or simulations. In this paper, we conducted actual experiments and analyzed the performance of two MAC protocols: IEEE802.11p and HCMAC, a hybrid MAC protocol recently reported. Using commercial V2X devices, we measured the performance in terms of received signal strength indicator (RSSI), packet delivery ratio (PDR), and packet inter-reception time (PIR). We tested the connectivity performance under various mobility scenarios. In addition, this paper investigates the impact of collisions on the overall performance. For a range of collision levels, an extensive set of experiments demonstrate that HCMAC outperforms the MAC of IEEE802.11p in terms of PDR and PIR up to 88% and 47%, respectively. INDEX TERMS VANET, IEEE802.11p, HCMAC, Cohda wireless, field testing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicular communication, often called vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication, is among the main pillars for the imminent era of intelligent transportation systems (e.g., autonomous vehicles). Among many other benefits, V2X can improve road safety, reduce traffic congestion, and facilitate daily commute by exchanging real-time information between vehicles. For instance, vehicular communications can mitigate or eliminate human errors, which are reportedly responsible for over 80% of road accidents leading to 1.25 million fatalities worldwide in 2017 [1] , [2] .
V2X enables safety applications like left turn assist, intersection management assist, and lane change warning [3] , which are aimed at mitigating human errors and improving safety conditions. Onboard applications rely on the beaconing mechanism, through which vehicles become aware The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Maurice J. Khabbaz . of the status of the neighboring vehicles. Each vehicle periodically broadcasts a message (i.e., beacon 1 message) containing the positional and kinematic information. The successful realization of safety applications requires a reliable and fast exchange of such beacon messages among neighboring vehicles, which presents a hard challenge to the underlying communication technology.
At the time of writing, there are two primary V2X technologies in the research and industry communities: IEEE 802.11p based V2X and 3GPP based cellular-V2X (C-V2X). The IEEE 802.11p [4] standard is an extension of the IEEE 802.11a Wi-Fi protocol with an enhancement of the quality to meet the vehicular communications goals. IEEE 802.11p's multiple access mechanism (Carrier Sense Multiple Access) cannot offer reliable broadcast. It also suffers from the hidden node problem. Therefore, on top of the physical layer of IEEE802.11p, many researchers have proposed other MAC protocols that offer a reliable broadcast service and solve the problem of hidden nodes. Some of these MAC protocols employ time division multiple access (TDMA) [5] - [8] , and others introduce a hybrid mechanism by combining CSMA and TDMA [8] . Recently, 3GPP released C-V2X (Rel. 14) , that is an extension of LTE Rel. 12's device-to-device (D2D) communications. C-V2X allows vehicles to communicate either through the network or in an ad-hoc fashion [9] . Selforganizing TDMA is also proposed as a low latency solution for the direct communication of C-V2X [10] . While it is not clear until now which technology will win the V2X market, there is a trend to formulate a global V2X platform that utilizes both technologies to adopt the advantages of both [11] . IEEE 802.11p is considered ahead of 3GPP C-V2X in the market since its, state of standard and commercial readiness is more mature. This motivates us to conduct actual experiments and analyze the performance issues of IEEE802.11p-based V2X. In the literature, there are several works that have studied beaconing 2 performance only via either mathematical analysis or simulations [12] - [24] . On the other hand, there are very few reports on thorough experiments and performance analysis conducted using commercial IEEE802.11p V2X devices to our best knowledge-see section II.
In this paper, we conduct field experiments to assess the beaconing performance of IEEE802.11p in a real field environment. We show the impact of mobility on performance by testing vehicular communications in different mobility scenarios. We also illustrate how packet collisions impact the performance, especially in the dense networks. In our testing, we evaluate the performance using three important indicators; received signal strength indicator (RSSI), packet delivery ratio (PDR), and packet inter-reception time (PIR). In addition to the IEEE802.11p evaluation, this paper presents and evaluates the performance of HCMAC, a hybrid MAC protocol that combines TDMA and CSMA for V2X channel allocation. In [8] , we show via mathematical analysis that the hybrid channel access mechanism of HCMAC can reduce the probability of collision. For the extended work presented in this paper, we implemented HCMAC on the commercial V2X devices and measured its performance in comparison with IEEE 802.11p. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that reports actual measurement for the performance of a hybrid MAC protocol like HCMAC. The experimental result section shows that HCMAC outperforms IEEE 802.11p in terms of PDR and PIR since HCMAC has the ability to avoid hidden collisions.
In summary, our contributions are as follows:
• Implementing the HCMAC protocol using commercial V2X devices.
• Demonstrating the actual performance improvement of HCMAC in comparison with IEEE802.11p measured from real field testing with various mobility scenarios.
• Investigating the influence of collisions on the beaconing performance of both protocols.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work, while Section III introduces the basic idea of HCMAC and explains its implementation. The details of measurement scenarios are presented in Section IV. In Section V, experimental results are presented, while the conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
As mentioned earlier, due to the limited availability and high cost of the commercial V2X devices, the papers that reported beaconing performance in vehicular networks have only used either mathematical analysis or simulations. For instance, the authors of [12] analyzed the impact of vehicle density, message frequency, dissemination distance, and transmission range on beaconing performance of IEEE802.11p using only mathematical analysis. In [13] , based on a thorough analysis, the authors designed a transmission range adaptation mechanism to mitigate the effect of the hidden node interference. Instead of employing a fixed contention window, [14] modeled the backoff process under unsaturated traffic conditions and proposed an adaptive contention window mechanism that can reduce the beacon collision probability. In [15] , the authors developed an optimization problem to find the optimal beacon frequency by maximizing a utility function that considers the safety messages reliability. The authors in [16] analyzed the transmission success probability (TSP) of IEEE802.11p and expressed the distribution of TSP percentiles across the network. The authors solved an optimization problem to maximize the throughput by choosing the optimal transmission data rate. In [17] , the authors modeled, with the aid of stochastic geometry, the periodic broadcast transmission with geolocation-based access (GLOC) for LTE-V2X networks. The authors analyzed the transmission success probability and energy efficiency. The authors in [18] , improved the transmission reliability of LTE-V2X safety messages by applying a collision avoidance mechanism for both schedule assignment (SA) and data packets. The authors showed the enhanced performance in terms of packet reception ratio. In [19] , the authors optimized the resource allocation in LTE-V2X networks, considering different sizes of periodic broadcast packets. The authors investigated the impact of some transmission parameters on the number of vehicles that can be simultaneously scheduled.
Several simulation studies evaluated the IEEE 802.11p performance [20] - [24] . In [20] , the authors investigated the beaconing performance using NS-2 simulator under realistic mobility models in terms of latency, packet loss ratio (PLR), and throughput. They showed the effect of vehicle speed and packet size on the network performance. In [23] , the authors analyzed how the shadowing effect caused by surrounding vehicles and buildings affect the beacon dissemination performance. The provided simulation results show that there is no specific beacon interval that can fit all scenarios under the shadowing effect. Therefore, [23] proposed an adaptive beaconing algorithm that can reduce the performance loss due to the shadowing. The authors in [24] , showed that applying network-coding mechanisms for broadcast packets can increase bandwidth utilization and reduce delivery time.
Some field experiments were conducted in [25] - [30] . In [25] , the authors conducted their experiments using two laptops equipped with IEEE 802.11p cards instead of commercial IEEE 802.11p devices. The authors implemented their customized application over the traditional TCP/IP stack, so it periodically transmits fixed size UDP datagrams as a replacement of beacon messages. As an evaluation parameter, the authors measured the association time that represents the required time for a device to send a message and receive an acknowledgment. They obtained an association time of around 1.035 seconds which is too long to be employed for V2X network. This is because their packet transmission through TCP/IP stack incurs additional processing delays (e.g., sending an ARP packet to resolve the MAC address of the destination laptop). Wireless access in vehicular environments (WAVE) standard defines a new transport protocol called a wave short message protocol (WSMP-IEEE1609) which directly transfers beacon messages without going through the traditional processing like TCP/IP stack. Therefore, the emulation of beacon messages in [25] using UDP datagrams is not accurate enough to evaluate beaconing performance. In the study of [25] , the authors also tested the transmission performance between a moving vehicle and a stationary one. The authors analyzed the transmission performance for vehicle speed of range 20 -60 km/h and packet size of range 150 -1460 bytes. They showed that a UDP packet of 500 bytes gives the best performance for all tested metrics.
In contrast to other studies, the authors of [26] introduced a new performance metric: PIR (i.e., the time difference between two successive beacon receptions). They showed the importance of PIR to analyze the time and frequency of blackouts (i.e., the time interval during which no beacon is received) that can directly affect safety application performance. The authors measured the PIR of beacon transmission between two moving vehicles using IEEE 802.11p compliant interfaces. They also illustrated that non-line of sight (NLOS) conditions severely degrade beaconing performance. The authors finally showed that applying simple multi-hop beaconing techniques can decrease the blackout frequency and, hence, improve the overall performance.
The authors in [27] measured the performance at an intersection where vehicles approaching from different directions exchange BSM messages. Via a road-side unit (RSU), the authors proposed relay mechanisms that retransmit some of the vehicles' BSMs to improve the broadcast reliability, especially for NLOS communications. In [28] , the authors evaluated the performance of the physical layer of IEEE 802.11p via MATLAB-based simulations. They measured the impact of signal to noise ratio (SNR) on bit error rate (BER) for all possible modulation schemes. They also investigated the effect of mobility on transmission quality. In addition, the authors conducted a field test using real IEEE 802.11p communication devices and performed an agreement between the simulation and experimental results. From their study, they found that high data rates (e.g., 18 and 24 Mbps) are not suitable for long-range communications (>200m). Moreover, they reported that moving vehicles with a relative speed of 220 km/h can substantially increase the PLR. In [29] , the authors calibrated the existing path loss models (e.g., ITU-R P.1411) based on their measurements that they obtained for suburban and urban scenarios. The conducted experiments considered distance, small-scale fading, mobility effect, and traffic conditions. The authors in [30] conducted field testing to assess the performance of both DSRC and 4G-LTE in supporting different types of vehicular network applications. The obtained results showed that DSRC is more suitable for safety-related applications. On the other hand, 4G-LTE provides higher throughput and longer coverage range for multimedia applications.
In this paper, we employ commercial V2X devices that support both of IEEE802.11p and IEEE1609 protocols. We evaluate the beaconing performance of IEEE802.11p under different mobility scenarios. In addition, we analyze the impact of collision severity on the performance of beacon transmission. Moreover, we implement and test our cooperative MAC protocol, HCMAC [8] which combines TDMA and CSMA as a proposal of mitigating such experienced collisions.
III. HCMAC PROTOCOL
This section describes HCMAC as an alternative MAC protocol to address the drawback of IEEE 802.11p standard. We first explain the basic ideas of HCMAC, and then provide the implementation methodology. 
A. HCMAC BASICS
HCMAC is a hybrid MAC protocol that we recently proposed for vehicular networks to operate over the physical layer of IEEE802.11p [8] . In HCMAC, the transmission time is divided into frames, and each frame is divided into a number VOLUME 7, 2019 of fixed size slots as shown in Fig. 1 . HCMAC introduces a fully distributed scheduling process where each vehicle can acquire a time slot by itself. In other words, there is no need for a central node or a base station to provide the scheduling.
To avoid the problems of duplicate slot acquisition and hidden-node collisions, each vehicle attaches to the beacon message a one-hop neighbor list (i.e., a list of neighboring vehicles that are located within the communication range). The one-hop list also conveys the acquired slots of the vehicles in the list. After receiving such information from all surrounding vehicles, the receiver vehicle constructs a list of all occupied slots for a two-hop communication range (see Fig. 2 ). Then, the receiver vehicle can acquire a free time slot and avoid the hidden terminal collisions. In other words, by exchanging the one-hop list through beacons, vehicles can identify the network topology, determine the time slots already occupied, and track any topology change that might occur due to vehicles' mobility. The attached one-hop list also represents a feedback mechanism that acts as implicit acknowledgments for the previous beacons received within the same TDMA frame. Fig. 3 explains an example of how vehicles employ the one-hop lists to acknowledge the reception of their beacon messages. In Fig. 3 , suppose that vehicle B already sent a beacon message at slot 2 to its neighbors (vehicle A and vehicle C). Within the same TDMA frame, vehicle B expects a beacon message from vehicle A at slot 1 and another beacon from vehicle B at slot 3. If these beacons include vehicle B in the attached one-hop list, vehicle B considers them as acknowledgments for the reception of its previous message. Otherwise, vehicle B concludes that its previous beacon has failed and then, it should select another slot to avoid any further collision.
Furthermore, HCMAC employs the CSMA contention mechanism within each time slot to reduce the probability of collisions that might happen due to a new vehicle joining the network or two networks merging (e.g., two or more vehicles that are located 3-hops away from each other might acquire the same time slot, and then they get closer up to a two-hop communication range). In HCMAC, whenever the vehicle detects an ongoing transmission, it stops transmitting over the acquired time slot and reacquires another free slot. In our previous work [8] , we demonstrate via mathematical analysis that HCMAC can significantly reduce the collision probability compared to VeMAC [6] (a pure TDMA protocol).
In addition to our previous work of [8] , this paper provides an extensive set of experimental results through a real implementation of HCMAC on commercial V2X devices and actual field test. It also exhibits a performance comparison with IEEE 802.11p.
B. HCMAC IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented the functions of HCMAC protocol in a C program using the software development kit (SDK) and V2X device described in Section IV. The GPS time is used as a reference to provide the clock synchronization, which is necessary for all vehicles to calculate the correct time slots and frame boundaries. Therefore, the existing synchronization capabilities of V2X systems provide suitable conditions for TDMA protocols with fine time slots at no extra cost. We divide each second into 10 TDMA frames of 100 msec where each frame is further divided into 100 TDMA slots. Consequently, the TDMA slot width is 1 msec.
The GPS time periodically updates the system time of V2X devices every 200 msec [31] . This frequent time update guarantees that each V2X device keeps a prefect synchronization to the same reference time (i.e., the GPS time). Although each V2X device may have a different internal clock drift, 3 the periodic GPS time update can resolve such an issue and make all devices synchronized to each other. Once the V2X device receives the GPS signal, it can determine the TDMA slot and frame boundaries. In our implementation, we developed a function to adjust the system time and convert the UTC time to a TDMA map of time slots and frames as depicted in Fig.1 . Based on the same obtained TDMA map, all V2X devices start the slot acquisition process by selecting a unique time slot, which is not occupied by any of their two-hop neighbors (to avoid the hidden terminal problem). Therefore, we modified the packet header to include the one-hop neighbor list in each transmitted beacon message. We also created a linked-list structure to store and merge the received one-hop neighbor lists that are received from neighboring vehicles. Another linked-list was created to store the constructed two-hop neighbor list. These linked-lists are continuously updated through time to reflect the dynamic change of network topology due to vehicles' mobility.
To identify the collisions, we implemented a function that tracks the reception of acknowledgments for each transmitted beacon message (as illustrated by the given example in Fig.3 ). Moreover, we used some CSMA-related primitive functions, which are already implemented in the V2X devices, to provide the HCMAC functionality of employing CSMA contention within each time slot. In particular, we use the functions that are developed for adjusting the contention widow size and controlling the packet transmission.
IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP
In this section, we describe the V2X hardware devices used in the experiment, and the test scenarios. 
A. HARDWARE CONFIGURATION
In the experiments, we used DSRC compliant devices, namely, the MK5 OBUs (On-Board Units) and MK5 RSUs (Road-Side Units) produced by Cohda Wireless [31] . These devices support the IEEE802.11p standard and the IEEE1609 protocols. Both OBUs and RSUs are equipped with a GPS receiver that provides time and position information. Table 1 summarizes the specifications of MK5 OBUs/RSUs. According to the US SAE standard [32] , we configured the devices to use the control channel for BSM transmission (i.e., channel 178 at 5.9 GHz band). OBUs and RSUs periodically transmit BSM packets with a fixed frequency of 10 Hz, (i.e., the transmission interval is 100 msec). We configured the DSRC devices to transmit BSM packets with a data rate of 6 Mbps, a packet size of 200 bytes, and a TX power of 20 dBm.
B. MEASUREMENT SCENARIOS
We carried out all experiments in the testing track of Korea automotive technology institute (KATECH), Cheonan, South Korea (see Fig.4 ). This track was designed as a highway of 1 km length where all vehicles can communicate with line-of-sight (LOS) conditions. The OBU installed in each vehicle is controlled by a portable computer. The antennas for DSRC and GPS are installed on the roof of the vehicle as shown in Fig. 5 . For this experiment, we have developed a measurement software utility that records various performance metrics, including beacon reception counts, received RSSI, transmitter positions, and timestamps. We conducted the experiments in the following four scenarios; see Fig. 6 .
One-Direction Scenario: two vehicles travel at the same speed with a fixed distance between the vehicles. Both vehicles start moving together from the start point to the end point of the track. The scenario is repeated with two different separation distances, and with 3 different speeds of 40 km/h, 70 km/h, and 90 km/h. We measured the average RSSI and calculated the PDR for each round.
Infrastructure Scenario: we installed an RSU at the halfway point of the track. While a vehicle travels at a constant speed along the track, it communicates with the RSU as shown in Fig. 6b . To analyze the mobility effect, this scenario VOLUME 7, 2019 is repeated with 3 different speeds of 40 km/h, 70 km/h, and 90 km/h. We measured the RSSI and estimated the PDR for each speed configuration.
Opposite-Direction Scenario: this scenario assesses the performance under extreme mobility cases. It tests the link performance between two vehicles traveling in the opposite direction towards each other. In each run, the speed of both vehicles are set to 4 speeds of 40 km/h, 70 km/h, 90 km/h, and 100 km/h, which provides relative speeds of 80 km/h, 140 km/h, 180 km/h, and 200 km/h, respectively.
One-Direction with Collisions Scenario: this scenario is intended to measure the impact of packet collisions on the packet reception performance of the first scenario, i.e., One-direction scenario. In fact, generating a large number of packet collisions might have needed several interfering vehicles, which poses a serious challenge in vehicle operations and test cost. Therefore, we emulated network congestion in a range of severity, by adding one interfering vehicle as illustrated in Fig. 6(d) . Via increasing the transmission frequency and packet size of the interfering vehicle's beacon packets, this scenario can change the channel congestion ratio (CCR) which is defined as the ratio of the time the channel is occupied over the entire period. Here, we only focused on hidden collisions. The reason is that; hidden collisions have a significant impact on packet loss while access collisions exhibit relatively small effect [33] . In Fig. 6(d) , Vehicle2 and the interferer vehicle are hidden from each other (i.e., both vehicles are out of the communication range of each other). Unlike the previous scenarios, in this scenario, we have set the TX power to the minimum power of −10 dBm, to intentionally create the situation of hidden nodes. Otherwise, the transmission with the default TX power of 20 dBm would have covered the entire track leaving no vehicles hidden from each other. In this scenario, the separation distance among vehicles is set to around 50 meters. We measured the communication performance from Vehicle2 to Vehicle1 and analyzed the effect of collisions on the reception performance of Vehicle1. We conducted this experiment for data rates of 6 Mbps and 12 Mbps.
V. RESULTS
In this section, we first report the measurement results of end to end delay followed by the maximum connectivity range. We finally demonstrate the measurement obtained by the four test scenarios described above.
Since all measurements (except the last scenario) consider only one transmitter and one receiver (i.e., low channel load and no collisions), the results of HCMAC are mostly equivalent to the results of IEEE802.11p. Therefore, the measured results up to Subsection F are the same for both protocols, so only one result is reported, while the remaining results exhibit a noticeable difference. The matching of obtained measurements (up to Subsection F) proves that HCMAC achieves a similar connection performance in the absence of collisions at no extra cost.
A. END-TO-END DELAY
This experiment reports the elapsed time for transmitting one beacon message between two vehicles. From the application's perspective, the measured time considers the transmission delay, propagation delay, and processing delay on both DSRC devices. We obtained an average delay of 1.00156 msec (the average is taken for 10000 packets), which is shorter than the delay reported in [25] (0.517 sec). As we mentioned in section II, the authors in [25] used an IEEE 802.11p platform that is not compliant to DSRC standard, and thus, their platform experienced extra latencies.
B. MAXIMUM CONNECTIVITY RANGE
In this test, we measured the maximum distance between a transmitter and a receiver that maintains the packet delivery ratio (PDR) of at least 90 %. We observed a maximum distance of 800m for a PDR of 90%, when the vehicles are configured with a TX power of 20 dBm, a data rate of 6 Mbps, and a packet size of 200 bytes. In contrast, the authors of [28] had reported a distance of 700 meters, for a PDR of 60 %. It is difficult to make a direct comparison, however, since [28] used Arada LocoMate OBU [34] (a DSRC compliant OBU), and also [28] did not provide detailed specification such as the TX power. Our measurement reveals that with a data rate of 6 Mbps, the maximum range of 1000 meters as described in the specification can be obtained with an acceptable link quality in our LOS test environment. Table 2 shows the average RSSI measured for various test configurations. For instance, the average RSSI is −64.15 dBm for the test with a speed of 70 km/h and an average separation distance of 58.11m. Here, we calculated the average RSSI by considering only the good packets with no errors during the complete journey throughout the track. In addition, using the GPS in the DSRC device, we calculated the average distance between the vehicles throughout the test track. Table 3 demonstrates the PDR for the same test scenarios; In each test run throughout the track, we calculated the ratio of the actual reception count to the expected reception count as defined in Eq. 1. From the results of Table 3 , we can observe that the PDR performance for the One-direction scenario slightly degrades as the speed increases. For example, for a separation distance of 35.6m, the PDR decreased 
C. ONE DIRECTION SCENARIO RESULTS

PDR =
The actual num. of receptions The expected num. of receptions (1)
D. INFRASTRUCTURE SCENARIO RESULTS
While receiving from the RSU, the moving vehicle measured the RSSI of good beacon messages received with no errors. Fig. 7 shows the RSSI versus the distance for 3 different speed configurations. As the RSU is installed at the halfway point of the track, Fig 7 shows the RSSI measured for a separation distance in the range of [−300m to 300m]. As illustrated in Fig. 7 , while the RSSI degrades as the distance increases, the trend of RSSI changes is nearly the same for all speed configurations. Moreover, the moving vehicle measured the PDR for each run using Eq. 1. Fig. 8 reveals that the PDR degrades slightly as the speed increases. For example, the PDR decreased from 97.7% to 94%, when the speed increased from 40 km/h to 90 km/h. This small PDR loss is due to the Doppler shift effect. Our observation differs from that of [28] , which reported that the PDR decreased by around 10% for the same speed increment.
E. OPPOSITE-DIRECTION SCENARIO RESULTS
The objective of this experiment is to figure out how extreme mobility cases can affect beaconing performance. Fig. 9 illustrates the measured RSSI for relative speeds of 80 km/h, 140 km/h, 180 km/h, and 200 km/h. Fig. 9 shows that the RSSI mainly depends on the distance. For example, at a distance of 400m, the RSSI is around −80 dBm whatever the relative speed is. Furthermore, we calculated the PDR by applying Eq. 1, in Fig. 10 , the obtained measurements show that driving with a relative speed of 200 km/h can achieve a PDR of 94% with a slight decrement (4%) than the 80 km/h case. Again, our finding differs from that of [28] , which reported that the PDR decreased by around 13% for the same speed increment. We can conclude that with a data rate of 6 Mbps, the IEEE802.11p and HCMAC can achieve reliable beaconing performance even in intensive mobility cases. 
F. ONE-DIRECTION WITH COLLISIONS SCENARIO RESULTS
In the beginning, we show the measured average RSSI for the new TX power configuration (−10 dBm) to validate the hidden collision scenario as described in Section IV. Table 4 illustrates the average RSSI versus the distance between a transmitter and a receiver. For example, for a separation distance of 50m, the RSSI is around −89.1 dBm, while for a separation distance of 80m, the average RSSI decreases to around −96.6 dBm. In Fig. 6(d) , the distance between the neighboring vehicles was 50m. Thus, Vehicle2 was 100m away from the interferer vehicle. Keeping such distance made Vehicle2 and the interferer vehicle hidden from each other since they could not detect each other's signal. In other words, the RSSI of that signal was less than the receiver sensitivity (−97 dBm). In order to evaluate various collision levels, we configured the interferer vehicle to transmit packets of various sizes and varying transmission intervals. In this scenario, we measured the PDR and PIR. From the measurements, we deduced the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of PIR that expresses the probability of having no received beacons (i.e., blackout) within a specific period of time. We first conducted this experiment without collisions to generate a performance baseline. Then, for different CCRs, we measured the beaconing performance of both IEEE802.11p and HCMAC. In the previous scenarios, we showed that the speed has very little impact on performance. Thus, we only considered the stationary mobility case in this experiment. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 illustrate the impact of collisions on connection reliability. The X-axis of both figures represents the CCR, which ranges from 0 to 30%. We controlled the CCR value, by configuring the transmission parameters (packet size and transmission interval) of the interferer vehicle. For example, a CCR of 10% corresponds to a packet size of 1500 bytes, and a transmission interval of 20 msec. Fig. 11 shows that increased collisions incur large impact on PDR. For example, for a CCR of 15%, the PDR of IEEE802.11p is around 91.7%, while for a CCR of 30%, the PDR significantly decreases to 52%. Fig. 11 also demonstrates how the cooperative scheduling of HCMAC can mitigate the hidden collision effect and enhance beaconing performance. As shown in Fig. 11 , HCMAC maintains the PDR at the maximum value regardless of the CCR level. For example, while HCMAC provides a constant PDR value of 97.8% even for a CCR of 30%, IEEE802.11p gives a PDR of only 52% for the same CCR. Fig. 12 illustrates the average PIR versus the CCR. We can observe that the average PIR of IEEE802.11p increases as the CCR level increases. For example, the PIR is around 111.9 msec at a CCR of 15%, while it increases to 191.3 msec at a CCR of 30%. In contrast, the PIR of HCMAC is a constant value of 102.15 msec for all CCR levels, which matches with the PDR results reported by Fig. 11 . Since the average PIR cannot reveal the distribution of reception intervals, Fig. 13 compares the PIR performance over CCDF for IEEE802.11p and HCMAC. CCDF provides the probability that a node receives no beacon within a specific period of time. Fig. 13 illustrates the probability of the reception interval exceeding a target PIR (given by X-axis) for a range of CCR (given by different curves). For instance, for a CCR of 30%, the CCDF of IEEE802.11p is 0.4 for a target PIR of 100msec, which indicates that the probability of a node receiving the next beacon message in more than 100 msec is 40%. For the same CCR, CCDF of IEEE802.11p drops to 0.2 for a PIR of 200 msec, which means that the probability of the next reception in more than 200 msec is 20%. These results manifest how collisions can significantly degrade the V2X performance of IEEE802.11p. In contrast, HCMAC demonstrates a PIR performance of nearly the same level as the no-congestion case. For example, Fig. 13 shows that CCDF of HCMAC is as low as 0.02 for a PIR of 100msec. Such substantially shorter PIR performance is attributed to the fact that HCMAC can effectively alleviate the hiddennode collision problem. Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show the measured PDR and PIR using a data rate of 12 Mbps instead of 6 Mbps. The 12 Mbps cases show performance very similar to the 6 Mbps case shown in Fig.11 and Fig.12 . This is due to the fact that the receiver is not far from the transmitter (50 meters), and thus the receiver vehicle still exhibits the same performance as in the 6 Mbps case under various congestion scenarios.
From all the measurement results, we conclude that the collision is the dominant cause of performance degradation. Moreover, our experiments reveal that a cooperative scheduling mechanism like HCMAC can be an effective solution to substantially improving the performance and offering highly reliable beacon transmission even under heavy data traffic conditions.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper provided an experimental analysis for two MAC protocols: IEEE802.11p and HCMAC -the latter is an existing hybrid MAC protocol. Using commercial DSRC compliant devices, we implemented the HCMAC protocol on top of the IEEE802.11p physical layer. We then assessed the performance of beaconing messages (periodic safety packets) for IEEE802.11p and HCMAC, respectively, over various highway scenarios. We evaluated the performance in terms of RSSI, PDR, and PIR. The measurement exhibited that the mobility of the vehicles has little impact on connection performance. We also showed that packet collisions significantly degrade the beaconing performance. The experiments with various test scenarios showed that HCMAC outperforms IEEE802.11p up to 88% and 47% in PDR and PIR, respectively. Hence, IEEE802.11p can offer a reliable transmission only in the absence of collisions. Therefore, a cooperative transmission scheduling like HCMAC is a highly efficient solution to mitigating the collision problem and enhancing the overall performance. VOLUME 7, 2019 MAHMOUD ELSHARIEF received the B.S. degree in communications and electronics engineering from Al-Azhar University, Cairo, Egypt, in 2010, the M.S. degree in communications and electronics engineering from Ain Shams University, Cairo, in 2014. He is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree with the Electronics Engineering Department, Chungbuk National University, Cheongju, South Korea. From 2012 to 2016, he was a Researcher and Teaching Assistant with the Communications and Electronics Engineering Department, Al-Azhar University, Cairo. His current research interests focus the areas of wireless sensor networks and wireless vehicular communications.
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